A comparison of test results on the Visual Discrimination Test was made between a group of 22 reading disabled children and 22 children who were reading on or above grade level. Both groups were of average or above-average intelligence and the two groups were matched for age and sex. The mean age was 10 years and 3 months and all the reading disabled children were at least one year retarded as measured by the Peabody Individual Achievement Test. The 30-item test was scored for number right and for mean reaction time in seconds. There was no significant difference in reaction time, but the children with normal grade level reading ability had a significantly higher average score, indicating the test's ability to identify reading disability. This test screens visual discrimination ability independently from such variables as motor coordination or eye-hand coordination, can be administered in five to ten minutes, and can be objectively scored in less than one minute. (Author/CTM).
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Abstract

A sample of reading disabled and normal children were instructed to look at the model design and point to one of the five alternate designs which replicated the model design. Normal children selected significantly more correct choices than did the reading disabled children (p < .001). No significant difference was found between the mean reaction time of the two groups. The value of the Visual Discrimination Test was discussed in terms of: eliminating the contaminating influences of motor skill and eye-hand coordination inherent in other tests, providing an objective measure eliminating scorer bias and ease in administration.
Differentiating Reading Disabled from Normal Children with the Visual Discrimination Test

While early identification of children with reading difficulties facilitates remedial intervention, the heterogeneous nature of reading disability makes diagnosis a difficult task. To diagnose a child with reading disability, it is necessary to appraise each factor involved in the total reading process. Four factors which Strang (1964) believes affect reading success in the first grade are: visual discrimination, auditory discrimination, range of information and mental age. The importance of visual discrimination skills in the early grades is supported by Thackray (1972) who states that both auditory and visual discrimination skills are highly correlated to reading achievement in the early stages. Wedell (1973), Kennedy (1971), and Smith (1963) have also discussed the importance that visual discrimination and perceptual functioning play in reading development.

Numerous studies have utilized the Bender-Gestalt test (1938) in diagnosing perceptual problems associated with reading disability (Koppitz, 1970; Koppitz, Mardis & Stephens, 1961; Smith & Keogh, 1962). However, poor performance on the Bender-Gestalt may result from a lack of motor skill, poor spatial ability, poor figure-ground perception, an integrative deficit or poor visual discrimination ability. It is not surprising that a number of studies (Connor, 1968; Coy, 1974; Giebink & Birsch, 1970; Keim, 1970; Zach & Kaufman, 1972) have failed to confirm the utility of the Bender-Gestalt in identifying the visual perceptual factors associated with reading disability.

The purpose of this study was to determine the utility of the Visual Discrimination Test as a diagnostic screening device in differentiating the reading disabled from normal reader. Previous research using this instrument found a significant developmental improvement among children from ages five to eleven (Daniels, 1972).
Subjects

Forty-four children of average and above-average intelligence were studied. The reading disabled group contained 22 children whose ages ranged from 7.9 to 11.9 years, with a mean age of 10 years 3 months. All children in this group were at least one year retarded in reading as measured by the Peabody Individual Achievement Test and were enrolled in a remedial reading program at either Texas Tech University Reading Clinic or other local remedial reading facility. Boys comprised 84% of the sample, a sex distribution consistent with other studies on reading and learning disabilities (Bentzen, 1963; Silberberg & Feldt, 1968). The control group consisted of children matched for age and sex who were reading on or above grade level.

Instrument

The Visual Discrimination Test contains 31 geometric designs including nine original figures from its forerunner, the Revised Objective Perceptual Test (Fidel & Ray, 1972). Each geometric set consists of a model geometric design and five additional designs of which only one is an exact replica of the model. The remaining four distorted designs contain rotations, reversals, size discrepancies, angular differences and incomplete closures. To prevent a positional set preference, replica designs were randomly assigned to each of the five positions. The first design was a trial item and was not included in the scoring. Scoring was achieved by adding the number of correct choices for 30 designs.

Procedure

Each child was instructed to look at the model design and then point to one of the five alternate designs which was identical to the model. The child's response and reaction time were recorded.

Results and Discussion

The hypothesis that the Visual Discrimination Test would differentiate the reading disabled child from the child with normal reading ability was supported. The mean number of correct scores for the reading disability group and normal group were 21.7 and 25.3, with standard deviations of 3.2 and 2.6, respectively. The
difference was statistically significant, $t(43) = 4.06, p < .001$. The mean reaction time for the reading disability and normal groups were 3.73 and 3.78 seconds. This difference was not statistically significant.

A discriminant function analysis which determined the number of accurate classifications on the basis of the Visual Discrimination Test indicated that 73% of the reading disabled children were correctly identified. Four of the 12 misclassified children were normal readers who were identified as retarded readers while eight retarded readers were misclassified as normal readers. The four misclassified normal readers may have had minimal visual discrimination difficulty which did not interfere with their reading development. The reading disability of the eight misclassified retarded readers may have been due to factors other than visual discrimination difficulty.

The results indicate that the Visual Discrimination Test differentiates retarded from normal readers. Since the difference in average reaction times between the two groups was not significant, impulsivity cannot explain the lower performance of the retarded readers. The results support the contention that visual discrimination is a vital component in reading.

The results suggest that the Visual Discrimination Test can be used to identify those children whose difficulty in reading is due to visual discrimination and as a diagnostic screening device for preschool children. For those children already in school, knowledge of a child's visual discrimination skills would permit placement in a perceptual training program designed to correct his specific deficits. As a screening device, early identification would allow placement in either a normal or remedial program.

The Visual Discrimination Test provides objective information free from examiner bias about the child's visual discrimination ability by eliminating the contaminating influences of motor skill, eye-hand coordination and memory. This represents an improvement over such tests as the Bender-Gestalt, Visual Retention Test (Benton, 1963), and Memory for Design Test (Graham & Kendall, 1960).
In summary, the Visual Discrimination Test: (a) provides an objective measure of visual discrimination ability, (b) tests visual discrimination without contamination from such variables as motor control or eye-hand coordination, (c) is easy to give and can be administered in five or ten minutes, (d) can be scored in less than a minute and, (e) can be used to evaluate the developmental ability of visual discrimination in children.

Future research may focus on specific patterns of visual discrimination errors associated with reading disability, investigate the relationship between visual discrimination ability and reading readiness and compare group administration to individual administration of the Visual Discrimination Test.
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